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Prime Members can download this book for FREE on your Kindle deviceJesus Loves Me This I

Know is a charming bedtime story. Katie's daddy ever so gently tucks her into bed and tells her just

one more story. Katie, as all children do, has many questions to ask before she can fall asleep.This,

Bible based, story teaches children of Jesus's love for us, and helps provide answers to questions

they may have about Jesus.Tags: kids books, children's books bedtime stories for kids, bedtime

storybook collection, bedtime storybook, kids stories, bedtime stories for children, bedtime reading,
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My daughter who asks a lot about Jesus loves this book! It makes her feel loved and closer to

Christ. As a mother, seeing my baby smile when I read this to her warms my heart! It is a good

introduction to the bible. Loved the illustrations too!

This is a sweet little story about a daddy tucking his daughter into bed at night and sharing a story

with her. It teacher children that Jesus loves each one of us as individuals.The only downside of this

book is the cute pictures are on one page and the one or two lines of text follow it. In this case, it

may be to add length to the short story, but with little children you have to keep flipping back and

forth to read the text that applies to the picture on the previous page. Some authors have figured out

how to fill the page with a picture AND the text.But the cute story - and especially the message -

make up for the formatting. You won't find the song "Jesus Loves Me, This I Know" quoted in the

book, but you will find a sweet, simple story of the love of Jesus for each child. Great

message!You'll also find it in this new children's book that teaches the reason for the Christmas

season:Carolee Sings in the Christmas Choir: A Christmas Story for Children of All Ages (Carolee:

Adventures of an Angel)

If your child knows the song, Jesus Loves Me, then this will bring an extra smile to their face. The

main story is based on the parable about the shepherd who goes looking for the one lost sheep.

Katie's Daddy is telling her the story as he puts her to bed. The illustrations are simple yet charming

& the storyline is well written. I was able to purchase this book when it was offered for free (thanks

so much :) ) BUT it is well worth the 99c that is the purchase price at time of writing this

review.Happy reading :)

"Jesus Loves Me This I Know" focuses on a little story of a shepherd and his sheep. Upon noticing

that one of his 100 sheep are missing, the shepherd immediately goes out to look for his sheep,

eventually bringing it back home safe and sound. In this, Jesus acts as the shepherd, and the sheep

are all the people of the world.This is a great little story to introduce children into Christianity and

religion, allowing them to know of Jesus' love for every single person. In His eyes, no one is ever

overlooked, and this children's book brings that into perspective for all the learning kids as they

absorb new information.

I was impressed by the power in the simplicity of this book: direct in its message, easily imlants the



trust in God's love and care for us in the soul of the little ones. It is pleasant browsing for grown ups,

too! The ill,ustrations clearly convey the message. In a few words, this is a jewel of a book.

Read this book to my granddaughter when she spent a Saturday night with me. The following

Sunday in class they talked about the 'lost sheep' and she knew the whole story, from the little book.

The teacher was quite impressed. The author takes the story of the lost sheep and makes it

applicable to a child's relationship with Jesus. I especially like the loving way the father is portrayed.

With the title being "Jesus Loves Me This I Know", I was expecting the song to be prominent in the

story. While you can find the lines they are almost off hand statements. If the child hasn't heard the

song, this will not be an issue, however, as someone who has sung this song thousands of times, it

is a disappointment.I found the pictures to be simple but bright and emotive. They were not very

engaging, but talking points could have been found in some of them.Conclusion, I think the author

should rework the story to make the concept flow more easily as it is, it seems like three disjointed

tales instead of one simple concept.

A very nice pictorial and words description of the missing sheep story. The care of the shepherd for

each member of his flock gets wonderfully depicted in this heartwarming book. A safe book that

reminds all the readers, young AND old, the great love that Jesus has for even the smallest,

meekest, and most clueless of us.
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